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What do anthropologist,s have to do with documents? 
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Working in a discipline built upon ethnographic fieldwork in non-literate 
societies and oral traditions, anthropologists may find the use of historical 
documents superfluous. For historians whose preoccupation has been the careful 
scrutiny of fragments of documentary evidence, months spent in the field may 
seem equally odd. Nonetheless, a partnership between our mixed group of 
anthropologists and historians in the South China project started ten years ago. 
We shared a dissatisfaction with conventional disciplinary boundaries and 
cherished an-iBtellectua1 curiosity to go beyond them. 
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I remember the times in the mid 198Os, when Liu Zhiwei, Chen Chunsheng, 
Lo Yixing, David Faure, and myself spent much time walking the fields in the 
Pearl River delta. At times, Liu Zhiwei would urge me to move on, when I 
seemed too absorbed in conversations with old villagers about local rituals and 
customs. His reasons were obvious: We already found the stone stele concerning 
the particular historical event; it was all clearly carved in stone! I had, however, 
insisted that the interpretations by the villagers of the stone stele were as 
interesting as the words themselves. 

At times &hen we dug into local archives, there were pleasant surprises. On 
one such occasion, I came upon a country gazetteer of Xiangshan. In the section. 
on "virtuous women," local literati seemed so impressed with women who 
hurried back to their dying husband's bedside that they praised these worthy acts 
in the most Confucian terms. I remember the look on Chen Chunsheng's face, 
when I asked him: T h e r e  could these women have been before rushing 'home'?" 
If staying away from their husbands after marriage was the norm taken for 
granted by both local men and women, what would this tell us about the historical 
evolution of cultural identity and ethnic relationships? Was there another level of 
cultural meaning which informed local behavior but was braided into elaborate 
Confucian language and documentation? How should we determine what was 
left unsaid was as important as what was carved in stone or established in print? 

\&"hat we learned from these questions is that both ethnographic and 
historical explorations can be enriched by a critical "reading" of textual resources 
we manage to collect and contkxtualize. Our sharpened sensitivities allow us to 
appreciate nuances in local cultural meaning woven into .formal written records, 
standardized rituals, and the reminiscence of villagers. A multi-centered 
approach to Chinese culture and history problematizes the usual analytical 
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dichotomies, such as ,that between central polity and local society, popular and 
elite cultures, the literate and the oral traditions. 

These concerns, developed during our early explorations in the archives and 
in the field, open up new avenues for the collection of research materials, and 
point to an ever expanding repertoire of analytical issues with regard to cultural 
and historical processes in South China. Down to Earth: The Territorial Bond in 
South China “documents” our initial collective effort, expressing shared 
intellectual concerns as much as our diverse range of substantive interests. In the 
tenth anniversary of our “re-reading“ of the buluojia, I add my sincere wish that 
this Station will point to a long term bonding between history and anthropology. 
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